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Target Targets Kids With Obscene Agenda

Mike Mozart/Wikimedia Commons

Bud Light Syndrome has hit the national
retail chain Target, with its “Pride
Collection,” a perversity-promoting line of
clothing for children, infants, and toddlers. 

Target hired a self-identified satanist to
design the “pride line” under the Abprallen
label. Earlier this month the artist, Erik
Carnell, announced the agreement with
Target on Instagram, where he showcases
some of his designs that feature images of
pentagrams, horned skulls, and other
demonic graphics. He acknowledged that his
merchandise infuriates people and gloated
that it made him feel “quite the celebrity” to
be featured by Target. 

The backlash has been swift across social media, with messages such as this tweet from conservative
podcaster Liz Wheeler, who wrote, “I will never shop at Target. They are targeting our children. Chest
binders? Tucking underwear? Evil, pure evil. We cannot allow businesses that mutilate & destroy
children to survive. Bud Light them.”

In response, Target is removing some of its perverse merchandise. Reuters reported that the company
made the decision in the interest of employee safety, claiming that some have received threats. A
Target spokesman said they are removing Abprallen-brand products from all U.S. stores and from the
website. Other Pride Collection merchandise is under review, and some locations are choosing to move
their stock to less visible areas inside stores. 

Meanwhile, California’s Democratic Governor Gavin Newsom has incredibly accused Target’s CEO,
Brian Cornell, of selling out homosexuals to mainstream Americans, whom he labels “extremists.” He
accuses us of conducting a “systematic attack on the gay community,” and illogically warns blacks,
Asians, Jews, and women, “You’re next.” 

Perhaps it is Target Corporation that should wake up, instead. The company earned an unenviable
position on the Human Rights Campaign Foundation’s “Best Places to Work for LGBTQ+ Equality” in
2022. 

Turns out, that’s not a great designation in terms of marketing. The foundation also gave Bud Light
parent company Anheuser-Busch a top rating last year on its Corporate Equality Index, but the brewer
lost that designation this month for what the Human Rights Campaign called “caving to political
pressure” and failing to “stand in solidarity” with Bud Light advertising cross-dresser Dylan Mulvaney. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CsCN6H0rn2H/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet
https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/target-remove-some-lbgtq-merchandise-after-facing-customer-backlash-2023-05-23/
https://www.hrc.org/resources/best-places-to-work-for-lgbtq-equality-2022
https://www.hrc.org/resources/corporate-equality-index
https://thenewamerican.com/author/rebecca-terrell/?utm_source=_pdf
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